
Music [17 seconds] 

 

Under the red sky the evening sun is as red as 

the blood 

It blows the smell of lavender in the silver 

dawn 

The waters are flowing, the wordless longing 

of the heart is heard 

 

The moon has just risen, it looks so bright and 

clear on the sky. I feel like the moon fairy that 

left the moon palace. Caught in the red cords 

of romance. 

Leaning on the Jade Stone Bridge I can see the 

ducks playing in the pond, and the gold fishes 

come up to greet me. 

 

Come up to greet me just like the way flowers 

bloom  

In the spring breeze 

In the spring breeze 

 

Music [10 seconds] 

 

In the traps of the red cords 

By the old man in the moonlight 

 

Is it I that am supposed to find him 

Or is it my husband that is to find me 

We are entwined by the red cords 

By the old man in the moonlight 

The earth varies between life and death 

I vary between life and love 

The one who likes the moon is destined to 

obtain inner-space 

Because the blue moonlight comforts his 

dreams 

The one who likes others is destined to obtain 

happiness 

Because the care from other is also embracing 

him 

The one who like peace is destined to obtain 

the victory 

 

Music [10 seconds] 

 

I feel as the one who is comforted 

As the one who is at peace 

 

Back to back, sitting on a rug, 

Listening to music, talking about our dreams 

I hope, you will be even softer and more 

gentle over time, 

And you hope, I’m the one that is in your 

heart 

I said I wanted to give you a romantic dream, 

Thank you for taking me to paradise, 

I am not afraid if it take my whole life, 

I cherish every moment with you, 

I know what I want romantic is, 

It is to grow old with you, 

Smiling along the journey, 

From walking, to sitting of a rocking chair, just 

talking, 

I know what I want romantic is, 

It is to grow old with you, 

Until we both have grey hair, and we can no 

longer walk, 

I still, want for you, to be the treasure of my 

heart. 

 

Music [10 seconds] 

 

The heart cannot escape the red cords 

The red cords of the man in the moonlight 

Man in the moonlight led me to him 

 

Where are you? 

Where are you? 

Help me to find the one that has the end of 

the cord 

The cord that ties those who were destined to 

be together 

We will be together 

 

He is here 

My husband 

 

Music [20 seconds] 

 


